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The American Islamic Summit, hosted in the Saudi Arabian capital, coincided with the final football match in 
the Islamic Solidarity Games hosted by Azerbaijan. It should be noted that the number of the Islamic 
countries who chose to participate in the American counterterrorism summit were less than those that 
decided to play in the Games [to further their] solidarity with one another…. This does not mean that Islamic 
countries deal with playing [sports] with eagerness, seriousness, and enthusiasm absent from their will to 
engage in counterterrorism efforts. In fact, the opposite is true. Islamic countries have not lived through real, 
harsh conflicts since the first disagreement between sunnā and shīʿā, until Muslims decided to play 
together… This issue took several years, endless meetings, controversies, and loud arguments until 
they finally responded in 2005 to the invitation [issued by] the Organization of Islamic Cooperation and 
agreed to participate in the sporting tournament held every four years under the banner of the “Islamic 
Solidarity Games.” Indeed, the first tournament was hosted in Mecca in 2005… that is until the 
second tournament was cancelled since it was supposed to be hosted by Iran in 2009. Iran insisted 
on writing the “Persian Gulf” on the official Islamic map associated with the tournament and the Arab 
countries rejected this name, insisting instead on “Arabian Gulf.” 

Then Indonesia hosted the third tournament in 2013 after the Islamic [countries] agreed that Indonesia is a 
country far away from Islamic conflicts. Islamic conflicts at the time had reached their peak: be it Iran, who 
wanted to exploit the Games politically, or Turkey, who wanted to exploit them for economic reasons and 
tourism enrichment, or the Gulf countries who saw themselves as the rightful sporting leaders of all Muslims. 
Egypt was content with some [limited] roles and trips and the prestige [afforded to] its players on a personal 
basis. Historically and presently, Egypt is the first, biggest, and strongest sporting Islamic country. Ironically, 
the Secretary-General of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation stood to announce the opening of the 
Indonesian tournament while issuing assurances that these games are evidence of the harmony and 
solidarity between Islamic nations.    

The motives behind choosing Indonesia for the third tournament were the same as the reasons behind 
choosing Azerbaijan for the present fourth tournament - distance from any conflicts, sensitivities, clashes, and 
Islamic tensions. It was again emphasized that young Muslims would use this tournament of Islamic Solidarity 
Games to present a true image of the [core] concepts of Islam. However, no one tries or dares to understand 
this mysterious relationship, or even to know how the sporting tournament will present the true image of Islam 
to a world incapable of ignoring Daesh and the civil wars, famines, and humanitarian crises in more than one 
Islamic country - or even the terrorism that those very same Islamic countries met to discuss in Riyadh. 


